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In his talk Dr. Herzberg deals with one of the more 

vexing problems of our time: the role science shou/.J play 

in our society. It is a problem which has attracted the atten

tion of governments throughout the wvrld. To this problem 

Dr. Herzberg brings the clarity of vision wul maturity of 

thought gained from a lifetime spent in the sen•ice of sci

ence. The lesson he imparts is the one he has teamed: it is 

that the health and vigor of science, its deepest values, and 

ultimately eFen its practical usefulness, are all inescapably 

depe!Ulent on the preservation of the spirit of free enquiry . 
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SCIENCE AND SOCIETY 

When I came to the University of Saskatchewan in 1935 one of the people 

who was particularly helpful in the process of my adjustment to the new 

surroundings was Stewart Basterfield. The first contacts soun developed into a 

friendship that lasted until Bastcrfield"s untimely death. I consider it. therefore, 

a special honour and privilege to be asked to give one of the lectures in the series 

that has been established by this University in honour of Dr. Basterfield. 

One of Basterfield's strong interests was in the history of science. He 

published a number of papers on the subject and I recall discussions with him 

at various occasions about problems in this field. 

The study of th e history of science is important because it gives us val· 

uable guidance when we consider the relation of science and society, the topic 

that I was asked to discuss in this lecture. 

The history of science is full of examples of complete ly unexpected 

discoveries and inventions that have changed the course not only of the history 

of science but of history generally. We need only think of the discovery of 

radio waves, the discovery of X-rays, th e discovery of nucle;rr fission, the 

invention of the laser, to name only a few of the more recent ones. 

A very interesting and striking illustration uf the unexpected nature of 

scientific discovery and invention is quuted by Michael Polanyi in hi s famous 

article on "The Republic of Science". He describes how in I Sl45 he and Bertrand 

Russell were together on the B.B.C. program "Brains Trust". They were asked 

about the possible technical uses of Einstein's theory of relativity and neither of 

them could think of any. This was forty years after the publication of relativity 

theory by Einstein but it was only a few months befor c the exph>sion of the first 

atomic bomb which demonstrated to everyone that the relativi stic equation 

E = mc2 does have an enormous practical significance. I think it is fair to say that 

Bertrand Russell was second only to Einstein as one of the greatest intellects of 

this cen tury. If he could not foresee the use of atomic energy what chance would 

less able people have of foreseeing similar important developments? It goes with· 

out saying that Einstei n him self. back in 1905 , had not even a vague notion of 

any practical significance of his d iscovcries. lnd eed. before his discoveries could 

be applied many other discoveries in physics had to be made that were equally 

unforeseen. 

It is because of the unexpected nature of discovery and invention that it 

is so difficult to design a science policy, as many of our politicians would like to 

do. It is my contention that science policy as it is conceived, for example, by 

Senator Lamontagne and many of his predecessors and successors, is not a useful 

way of proceeding if one is interested in th e maximum benefit of science to 

soc iety . It is as if one were to expect a five-year-old boy or girl to make a plan for 

the rest of hi s or her lifetime . It is just not possible, and for very similar reasons 
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to the ｯｮ･ ｾ that apply to science policy- sirnp ly becartsc there arc su many un

known and unexpccted ｦｦ ｣ ｴ ｯ ｲ ｾ en ter inl\ the pic-ture and because a five-year-old 

just hasn't the neccss:.rry grasp of th e subjec t , even if one could foresee the un

knowns. With regard to s•·icnc·e policy, we Ｎ ｾｲ ･ ck:Hiy at the stage of a 
five-yea r-old , or worse. 

In the past few )Cars there have been many committees that have looked 

into the aff:tirs of Canadian science. Several of them have followed a Canad ian 

habit of belittling our ow n accumplishrnents. MJny countr ies in the world envy 

us the developmen t of th e National Resea rch Council and the hrgh standa rds it 

has been able to ･ ｾｴ ｡｢ｬ ｴｳ ｨ ＬＬ both for rn-house work and for the suppor t at Cana

dian univers ities, and particularly its freedom from bureaucra tic rules, a freedom 

that was especially fostt:red by th e lat e I:.W.R. ｓ ｴ ･ Ｚ ｾ ｣ｩ･ ＮＮ Yet th e Senate Committee 

attacks bo th C.J. tllad..en;ie and E.W.R. St ea..:ie , two great Presidents of NRC, 

becau se, at a tim e when the development of industry and the demands of th e 

universi tie s were vastly different from to-day , neith er President followed the 

preco nce ived notions of the Scrwtors on how science should be o rganiLcd fur 

the nineteen seven ties. Th e Bon neau-Cory report "Qu es t for the Optimum: 

Rescard1 P(dicy in the Universities of Canada" runs down research in Canada 

hy making ｳ ｴ ｡ ｴ ｣｣ ｾ ＿ ｴｳ like "Canada will never be Jble to Id en ti fy many great 

ｲ ｳ ･ ｾｲ ｨ ｣ ｲｳ ＢＮＮ These and other report s were, of course , writt en by nun-scientists 

who ｩｩ ｶｶ ｲ ｩ｡｢ｬ ｹ fail to appreciate the way in which science and sc ien tists work. 

Th ey think they can Improve mJtters by introducing new bureaucratic proce

dures foll owing th e old adage stated so beJu tifull) by Pctro ni us Arbiter, a Roma n 

official at the time of Emperor Nero, who ｳｳ ｩ､ " \Ve tend to meet any rtcw situa

tion by reorgan iLing. And a wonderfu l method rt can be for creating the illusion 

of progress whrle producing confusion, inefficiency and denwralizatron". 

The reasons why th ere is nowadays such a strong clamou r fL>r a centralized 

sciencl! policy f( >rmulated ｾ ｮ､ controlkd by an official burcaucra..:y are not 

difficult to sec. The co\l of t.cicntif1c research ha s increased tn:rncndously in the 

last fifty yc:rrs and the only way to raise th e funds required is from the t,overn

ment, that is, fr om the taxpayer. Natur::dly th e attitude of the taxpayer is 
"whoever pays th e piper calls the tunc". 

The development uf th e last hundred years has shown the impor tance 

of scien tifi c dtscovcries for the development of nur civilization, for th e eco nomy 

of our cou ntry , and for thc relief uf poverty and sid .. ness. All of our curn rnuni 

cations, our power SLlUrces, indl!cd much Llf our way uf life, hJs been r:Jdrcally 

changed- we hope for the bcttcr thr,,ugh scientific developments. Th erefore, 

the argument goes, v.e must not continue doing sc ience in such a haphaLard 

fa shio n as ha s be..:n J une in the past, we ｭ ｵｾｴ mo re sys tL'Illati..:a ll y app l) the 

bes t poss1ble org.tni;ati(Hl to en surl! that th e benefits of sc ience arc maximiad, 

and. so th e thinki ng gucs, thi s can best be done by a centrally developed and 
controlled plan. 



Some thirty ]Cars ｡ ｾ ｯ ＮＮ largely through books like lloghen's "Science for 

the CitiLen" and others. the idea was populari7ed that the only reason for doing 

scientific re search is to improve the lot of man, that is, his matcnal well -being. 

Let us for a moment assume that this view is justified and let us then cn4uire 

what would be the best possible way to ensure that the material benefits of 

science arc maxirni;ed. At first srght. it might appear th3t the best way to accom

plish this aim is tu develop applied science tu the maximum and to limit the support 

of basic research to those areas whrch seem to be ripe for practical exploitation. 

However, the devel('pment of applied science (including medicine) will soon stop 

if there is not 3 continuing development of basic s'ience to supply new discoveries 

which might be applied. It is therefore generally agreed, even among those people 

who believe that the sole purpose of science is to improve the lot of man, that 

basic research has to be done. The problem is only to what extent and how. 

Some people, like Senator Lamontagne, argue that yes, of course, excellence in 

basic research must be supported, but on the other hand he proposed that 

basic research should be completely separated from applied research. Such a 

separation, in the opinion of many. would be about the worst thing that we could 

do if we wanted to improve the work in applied science. Ag3in, Senator 

Lamontagne and many others before and after him have suggested that even in 

basic science the main ellort should be in fields that arc relevant to possible 

applications. In my opinion it is quite impossible to establish such relevance 

when one is dealing with a basic scientific research project. 

The ｾ ｯｬ ｵｴ ｩｯｮ of the more intradablr problems arc most often found not 

by research in fields that are obviously relevant but by some basic discovery in 

a completely unrelated area that throws a new unexpected light on the problem. 

Thus Fleming's unpredictable observation of the lethal effect of penicillin on 

his culture led to the antibiotic treatment of infectious diseases and Roentgen's 

observation of the fogging of a photographic plate led to the discovery of 

X-rays with all their application to medical practice. At the time that Einstein 

developed relativity theory the believers in relevance would surely have told 

him he should devote his efforts to something more relevant, since clearly, at 

that time (and even forty years later), relativity theory was not relevant to human 

needs. 

The only real criterion whether or not a certain ｢ ＼ Ｎ ｾｳ ｩ｣ research proposal 

should be ｣ ＼ Ｎ ｾｲｲ ｩ｣､ out is whether it is scientifically significant and whether the 

proposer is competent. 

One of the catchwords in recent years has been "rationaliLation"; 

ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩｯｮ ＼ Ｎ ｾ ｬｩ ｺ ｡ ｴ ｩｯｮ of research at universities and elsewhere. This is, of course, only 

another way of saying that there must be a "coherent science policy" with 

regard to university research. In my opinion, and I believe that of many other 

scientists, such a rationalization pf research can only be detrimental to the out

put of first-class research results. 
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One of the questions that always comes up in this connection is the 

problem of neglected areas in research. When I made my first ｳｰｾ ･｣ｨ on the 

subject of science policy I dismissed this preoccupatiun w1th weal-. areas as an 

unnecessary concern and was most strongly attacked lor this particular opiniun. 

I still believe that a country like Canada cannot be strong in all scientific areas 

and that it is nothing to worry about. I have found support for this attitude 

among others in a public statement by one of the foremost Soviet scientists, 

Peter Kapitza , who said: "When we in the Academy arrive at the conclusion that 

some field of science is lagging in our country, at once the question is raised 

about material support for some laboratory or even about the constru<.:tiun of 

institutes and so on. But it should be understood that it is impossible for us to 

maintain all fields on the same high level, so it is rather more correct to con

cent rate our efforts wherever we are powerful and where there are already good 

scientific traditions. Science needs to be developed in those directions where we 

are lucky to have a great, bold and talented scientist. It is well known that no 

matter how much you support an ungifted person, all the same he will do nothing 

great and purposeful in ｾ ｣ Ｑ ｣ｮ｣｣ ＮＮ In the development of any particular fielJ our 

first duty is therefore to ｰｲ ｬｬ ﾷ ｾ ｣､ from a consideration of the creative fur.:es of 

the person who is working in this fidd. You see, our ｳ ｣ｩ｣ｮ｣ ｾ is a creative voca

tion, like art and music . It cannot be thought that by settlllg up a department for 

writing hymns and cantatas we shall get them: unless there is in this department 

of the conservatory a great composer equal in power, fur instan.:e to llandel, 

nothing will be produced. The lame cannot be taught to run, IEl matter huw 

much money you spend on this. It IS the same in scil!nce as well. The governing 

body of the Academy should seck out, attr3ct and support th e most talented 

people , and it ｾ ｨｯ ｵ ｬ､ be engaged on this even more than on th ematics". 

The main point is, as Kapitza says, to find and support good scientists. 

They are in a far better position to select their research topics than anyone else 

and , in particular, select topics which are at the time ripe for ｾｵ ｣｣･ ｳ ｦ ｵ ｬ

investigation. 

Another aspect of science about which people proposing rationalization 

arc worried is duplication of research. No scientist in his right mind would want 

tu duplicate unnecessarily results of other scientists. It is inevitable, of course, 

with the fantastic increase in scientific literature, that once in a while such 

duplication happens unintentionally, but it occurs rarely since every scientist is 

aware of the problem and knows that to claim , as original , results that duplicate 

those of another scientist is almost as great a sin as to ｰｵ ｢ｬｬ ｾ ｨ incorrect results. 

The spontaneous machinery of the scientific proc<:'ss is infinit ely more effective 

in eliminating duplication than any "rationalitation" could ever be. On the other 

hand there arc many instan..:cs where duplication of certain experiments is 

necessary. I need only refer to the experiments on gravitational waves by Weber 

which, if verified , would represent a major advance in our understanding of 

gravitation and relativity theory . A number of groups throughout the world , 
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including one here in Regina , are now tr ying to duplicate Weber's experiments 

and it is not ye t sure whether they will. Only if the experiments of Weber can be 

duplicated can his resu lt s be accepted as an ｩｭ ｯ ｲｲ Ｚ ｮ ｴ advance in physics. 

I can do no better than close this particular sectio n of my t;J]k by a quote 

from Michael Pol any i' s paper in which he said: "Any attempt at guiding sc ienti

fic research towa rds :1 purpose other than its ow n is an attempt to deOect it 

from the advancement of scicnce .... You ca n kill or mutilate the advance of 
science, you cannot shape it. For it can advance only by essentially unpredict

able steps, pursuing probl tr ms of its own. and the pradical benefits of these 

advances will be incidental and hence doubly unpredictable ." 

In applied science and technology it appears. at fir st sight. that a "coherent 

science policy" is a ､･ ｳ ｩ ｲ Ｚ ｾ ｢ｬ･ way of proceeding, and certainly far more planning 

has to go into technological ventures than into studies in basic scienc e. 13ut , even 

here , planning does not always lead to the bes t results from the point of view of 

contributing to the economy and welfare of the country. Let me give you a 

recent example from one of th e applied Divisions of the ｎ Ｚ ｾｴ ional Research 

Council. Two s..:ientists in our Rauio and Electrical Enginee ring Division con

ceived of a new principle of electrical measurem ent and adapt eLl it to the develop

ment of a new potentiometer an order of 1nagnitud e more sensitive th an previous 

instrument s. This has now been put into production by a Canadian company. 

Orders which they have recl' ivcd inuicate clearly that thi s instrument will soon 

be an indispensable tool in evc1y standards laborat ory in the world . It is interest

ing to no te that this pot en tiom eter was not developed by scientists in our 

electrical ｳｴ Ｚ ｾ ｮ､｡ ｲ ､ ｳ laboratu ry (to whose mission it would have belonged) but in 

another laborat ory of NRC, and it was not develnped because the Council was 

asked tL) find a more sensitive potentiomet er but because the two scie nti sts were 

interes ted in an idea they had and were given the fr eedom to pursue it just to 

see what would come of it. In this ｷ Ｚ ｾｹ the impor t<Jnt ami the profitable -

sr-ientif ic discov eries are mad e. Think what might have happeneu if the scientists 

had been so circumscribed that they could do resea rch only on immediately 

practica l prob lem s. Since no request for a more sensi ti ve potentiometer had been 

formulat ed the y would neve r have been allowed to "w::tst c" their tim e following 

up their scientific interest and would have bee n assigned to more practical 

problems. 

Even at the devel opment stage of a technologica l innovation it is extremely 

difficult to forecast the usefulness or eco nomic advantage of a device. We need 

only think of the Arrow aircraft, the STOL aircraft. th e CNR turbo train and 

other dev ices. At this develupmen t stage the funus invu lved run into hundreds of 

mill inns of dL'li:Jrs, and yet sume projects had to be discontinued and others are 

still of doubtlul usefulness in term s of the ｰ Ｚ ｾｾ Ｍ ｯ ｬｬ ＮＮ II there is such uncertainty 

at th e development stage, how can one expect at the much earlier stage of basic 

resea rch to pred ic t its usefuln ess? ll ere the expenses Ｚ ｾｲ ･ far smaller and it 
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appears much wiser to choose as the only criterion fur the suppur t uf such 

basic resean:h the quality of the scientists who want tu do it. They are in a far 

better position to judge which particular facet is likely to yield significaut results, 

significant in the framework of the particular science and its interdisciplinary 

co nnect ions. 

Again the question of neglected areas, now in applied science. comes up . 

For example, in medica l research, attempts have been made to concentrate 

government support on a few important areas , that is, ｡ ｲ ･ Ｚ ｾｳ considered important 

by a group of "wise men". There can be no question ｴ ｨ Ｚ ｾｴ such restrictions are 

detrimental to the future development of ｭ･､ｩ｣ Ｚ ｾ ＡＡ research, ｪ ｵｾｴ as in other 

research, simply because the inspiration of a creative scieut ist cannut be c·uu· 

trolled in thi s way. If a scientist of proven excellence can come up with a prupo· 

sal in a different field should we really discourage him from carrying out the 

proposal simply because it is not iu one of the chosen fields? 

A year ago I met an Ametican Nobd Laureate wotking in the field ofmedi· 

cal science close to the problem of cancer. lie had a new ｡ ｰｰｲ ｯ Ｚ ｾ ｣ｨ to the nature 

of cancer which he thought wuuld be an important step in the solutiun of the 

problem. lhlwcvcr, he was unable to obtain the modest funds required fr,lm the 

National Scieuce Foundation. 

On th e other hand, at about the same time the United States Congress, 

aga inst the advice of many responsible scien ti sts, set up, at a cost of one billion 

dollars, a new organitatiun entirdy devoted to the fight against cancer. 

These two incidents illustrate nicely the attitude uf the taxpayer and the 

politician. Governments arc willing to spend huge amuunts of money for a new 

project devoted to a clearly marked aim with thousand of emp loyees, most of 

th em burcattcrats keeping sci..:nti>ts in check, but they ｡ｮ ｾ rt:luctant (tf uot 

unwilling) tu support an iudividual, even one of proven excdlcnce. The reason 

is presumably that the support of an individual ｩ ｳｾ gamble: th e individual may 

turn up with an (intpurt:tn t) re,ult that has nothtng to do with the otiginal 

proposal, while the big project will at ｬ ･｡ ｾｴ come up with a thi..:k annual report 

that can be presented to the taxpayer. 

The experience of the past fifty years, both in Canada and in other 

countries, has show n unmistakably that the most effective - and the most 

profitable - way of distributing research funds is to make grants to individt1al 

scientists who have either proven their excellence by past performance or 

(in the case of young scientists) who have shown great promise 111 their 

graduate work. It is individual scientists (not a te:un) wl1ll make discoveries. 

This is true even of big research projects; they are successfu l only to the extent 

that they are able to obtain first-rate individual scientists. But even if they are 

successful in hiring able scien ti sts. the sheer si;e of such programs places an 

emphasis on organiza tion that tends to encourage bureaucratic procedures and 
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to inhibit the spontanet•us crealt\ ity uf the inJi\idual scientist. We have prided 

ourselves in Camda that. th1o\l);h the in stilll titlll.tl patt ern uf NRC and through 

its enl ightened administ1ative policies. we haJ developed a government research 

acti\rly th .1 t w;1s I'Jcc ol the \'.UJSt a'peds uf bureaucr:1cy. But the recent move 

to cc ntJalia certain personnl'i and administ1ative function s uf the government. 

and the demands of the Science Council and the Sen:1te Committee for a "coher

ent centralit.ed science policy", have g1eatly altc1ed the atmosphere of research 

in Canada. The great danger facing Canadian science is not a lack of coordination 

or even too great an emphasis on basic research; what is apt to kill Canadian 

science is the development of bureaucratic controls and the denial of the 

intellectual freedom that allows the individual scientist to exert his creative 

talents to their limit. 

Wht::n people talk about pu1e and applied rese<11ch they do nut always 

reali1c that there is a continuous spectrum from the purest of the pure to the 

applied. ln many instances it is impossible to say whether a given piece of 

research should be classified as applied or as pure. What is, however, important 

is that there should be continuous contact bctwt::cn pure and applied scientists 

and the possibility that one and the same scientist at one time might carry out 

in the same laboratory a piece of pure 1esearch and the following year one on a 

semi-applied topic. The suggestion by the Senate Commi!!ee of separating 

completely pure and applied re search would most certainly be detrin1ental 

to the development of applied rcse<Jrch. 

Just as there is a continuous spectrum between pure and applied science 

there is also a continuous spectrum in the mol ivation of sc ientists, from the 

purely philosophical motivation to the desire to improve the lot of man. 

Isaac Newton and Einstein were clearly motivated by philosophical questions. 

Their objective was to expand the conceptual b:1sis of science so that it took in 

a wider range of natural phenomena and interp1 eted natural events more pre

ci,L'ly. Indeed. they considered physical science as natural philosophy . On the 

other hand much of the work in medical research is motivated by the desire to 

help suffering humanity. Of course. the1 e are other extraneous motivations, 

such as the ambition to find some thing new or to invent something useful, or 

simply tu m::tke a living. lt is natuJal. of co t11se. that in ba sic research oftell the 

philosophical motivation is prepondctant. and since philosophical questions try 

to get to the root of things this motivation is the une most likely to lead to 

entirely new results. It is, however. fair to say that in whatever part of the spec

trum the motivation of th e sc ientist falls. it is usually a very strong motivation. 

As an illustration of th::tt I would like to quote from an editorial in "Science" 

written by Lewis Thomas, Dean of Medicine at Yale Unive1sity: 

. ;. 

"Scientists at work have the luo k of c1 ea tures following genetic in

structions: they seem ttl be under the influence of instinct. They are, 

despite their et l"t>rts at dignity, rather like young animals engaged in 
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savage play. When they are ncar an answer, their hair stands on end, 

they sweat, they are awash in their own adrenalin. To grab the 

answer, <.ll1d grab it first, is for them a more powerful drive than feed

ing or breeding or protecting themselves against th.: elements. 

It sometimes looks like a solitary activity, but it is as much the 

opposi te of solitary as human behavior can be. There is noth1ng so 

social, so communal, so interdependent. An activ.: field uf science is 

like an immense intellectual anthill: the individual almost ｶ ｡ｮｩ ｾ ｨ･ ｳ

into the mass of minds tumbling over each other, carrying informa

t ion from place to place, passing it around at great speed. 

In the midst of wha t seems to be a co llective dcr:Jngcmcnt of minds, 

with bits of information being scattered abnut, torn to shreds, disin

tegrated, reconsti tuted, engu lfed in an activity that seem> as random 

and agitated as that of bees in a disturbed part of the hive, th.:re 

suddenly emerges, wi th the purity of a slow phrase of music, a single 

new piece of truth about na lure. 

In short, it works. It is the must powerful :Jnd productive thmg 

human beings have learned to do together 111 many centuries- more 

effective than farming, or hunting and fishmg, or building cathcdr:Jls, 
or making money." 

. ; ｾ Ｚ ... ' .: 

It is often asked by non-scientists ''Why should the taxpayer support a 

person just for doing what he likes do1ng?". There are two answers tu this 

question. One is: If we do not support creative scientists in the work that they 

find interesting we will not reap the harvest of basic discoveries that are necessary 

for the applied sciences. The other is: Society suppmts a lot of activities that a1e 

far less desirable than the activit11:s uf scientists. Is it nut better to pay a scientist 

to do what he wants to du than to p:1y others to produce and sell goods which 

society neither wants nor ne.:ds'1 In suppu1ting the ｳ ｣ｩ･ｮ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｬ thc1c is :11 kast a 

good chance that something sign ificant and pellwps even something useful will 

result, useful from the point of view of the taxpayer. 

It is, of course, true that no t every scientist produces important discoveries, 

but on the one hand in order to produced few outstanding scientists we must 

start from a sufficiCIItly large number, and on the uther lund even the less gifted 

scientists can produce something important and useful by filling in some of the 

many minor gaps in the scientific edifice. 

The case fur support of pure and applied science by society is clear-cut even 

if it were to be based entirely on the usefulness of scientific results fur practical 

purposes. This support is needed not only to impruvc further the stamhud of 

living, particularly of the less-favoured natiuns, but nuwadays. pc1 haps even mu1e 

important, to overcome and control the undcsnabk consequences of modern 

technology. Without strong continuing support of science, induJing basic science, 

these aims could not be reached. 
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It wuuld. however, be ttagic if society felt ctHllpclled to support science 

solely for the tcason of its uscfulnrss. The ptime motivation for scientific re

search is the desire to undL'tstand natutL'. It is an urge that, just as art amlliteta· 

ture, lifts man above nnimal. it is an cnte1 prise of the human spirit. Even to the 

layman the grcnt changes that science has brought about in mnn's spiritual 

relation to the uuivct se must be clear and obvious: the removal of the planet 

earth (and therefore of man) from the center of the universe by Copernicus, 

r. :tlileo and Kepler, the discovery of universal gravitation and the laws of mech

anics by Newton. the discovery of the circulation of blood by Harvey, the 

formulation of the evolution of ｳｰ ｣｣ｩ ｾｳ by Darwin, and even to-day the advent 

of intetplanetary travel and the unravelling of the genetic code. 

It was good to learn a few months ago that the Canadian government 

has given final approval to the construction, jointly with the French government, 

of a new telescope at the top of 1\launa Kca, a mountain on Hawaii. It is an 

important indication that our government, and therefore the people of Canada, 

do appreciate the striving of scientists for knowledge of our universe irrespective 

of any possible applications. One would hope that this action of the Canadian 

government will be followed by a relaxation of the austerity regime in science 

that has been in effec t now fur about ten years and has dulled the spirit of dis

covery among Canadian scien tists. 

The Senate Committee and other committees maintain that basic science 

is over-supported in Canada. It is easy to estab lish that this is not so. According 

to the OECD Report Canada is spending per capita about one-half of what the 

U.S. is spending on "fundamental research". This is about the same amount 

spent by the Netherlands or the U.K. or France. Since Canada, as evetybody 

knows, (and for obv ious reaso ns) is low, very low, in the spending on develop

ment, the ratio of fundamental research and development comes ou t high, and 

that is what the Senate Commit tee was comparing. 1t appears to me that Canada 

should be able to afford the same per capita expenditure on basic research as the 

U.S., in other words, Canada should gradually double the expenditure for basic 

research over the next few years. There is no question that such an action would 

help Canadian scientists in increasing substantially the yield of basic discoveries 

and therefore the pool of new in formation from which applied science can draw. 

1 he question is often asked: !low can we justify spending time and money 

on problems of pure science when untold millions of people in India and other 

countries gu hungry? This question, just as the statement that basic sc ience 

should be done on ly insuLJT as it contributes to economic betterment, shows a 

complete misunderstanding of human goals. Should Beethoven's contemporaries 

have asked him how he could justify spending all his time on compositio ns when 

millions of people in Europe at that time went hungry? It is obviously a mean

ingless question. Of course we must do all in our power to help the poor to 

increase their standard of living, but should it be done at the expense of those 
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activities that are connected with our culture'? Are there nul vast non-cultural 

expenditures that could be re-deployed in order to diminate pove rty? Wou ld 

it be worth saving the human race from extinction if it cou ld be done only by 

giving up all those creative efforts in the arts and sc iences that are not direc tly 

rel ated to survival but represe nt the strongest ｪ ｵｳｴ ｩｦｩ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩｯｮ for the attempt to 

survive? Surely preservation <Jnd advancement of our cul ture shou ld have the 

highest place in our system of priorities . 

It is fortunate that the most efficient way of suppo rting science for 

utilitarian purposes is also the bt:sl way of su pporting it for cu ltural purposes. 

What we need is support of sc ientists of proven ･ ｸｾ ｣ｬｬ･ｮ｣･ and younger 

scientists of promise, without circumscribing their work and slowing it down by 

bureaucratic rules. Just as in thi s country we do not tell the artist or the writer in 

which way to write or to produce hi s art, we should not, as taxpayers, demand of 

the scientis ts specific things but only demand that they do th eir best work and 

that in all granting procedures the highest possible standards are applied . In 

that way we shall produce not only good science but we shall also prod uce 

science that is good for pract ica l applications. 

It is clear that in a talk of this kind it is impossible to touch upon all facets 

of the connection between science and society. Other speakers with differen t 

experiences would have emphasized different aspects of th e problem. I do 

feel , however, that the cu ltu ral aspect of science is so often and so easily for

gotten that I have emphasized it more than perhaps other people have done . 

I can do no better than end my discussion with the quotation of the con

cluding statement in the paper by Stewart Ba sterfield on "The Place of Science 

in a World View" (publish ed in 1952): 

"In the good society the aim of education should be the acquisition 

of a philosophil: outlook, concrete, general, and critical. There should 

be understanding of the world of men and things, there should be 

moral and aesthetic insight , there should be idealism and a sense of 

the high value of life itself. We proclann the importance o( raising 

the standard of living throughout the world and we invoke the 

resources of practical science to this end . It is a w01thy ideal , but is 

it not more important to look a little higher and, as one writer has 

put it , 'to raise the standard of se nsibility, or artistic perception and 

capacity, of cultural insp iration, thwughout the masses of the 

governed, starting at the top' ? This should be done whil e the other 

must not be left undo ne". 
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